Treasure Data Enterprise
Customer Data Platform
Drive outstanding experiences
with the richest customer insights

Data Sheet

400+ customers across industries utilize
Arm Treasure Data for personalization at
scale
•

170+ Pre-built connectors to collect
data and activate profiles

•

2M+ Events collected every second

•

20B+ profiles activated every month

•

1M queries run daily

•

30T+ Rows of data processed a day

Product Overview
Customer experience management is the top priority for executives and their call to
action is “know your customer”. However, the explosion of communication channels
makes this difficult. Given the complexity of customer systems teams use to manage
every touchpoint, it’s no wonder getting a unified customer view has become the
number one priority in so many customer experience, service, support and marketing
initiatives. Customer-centric organizations want to harness their customer data from
every source responsibly–both online web-based data and offline data from point of
sale, loyalty apps, customer relationship software and more. Today, marketers and
cross-functional teams want a better way to maintain customer data that makes it
easier to drive business value:
• Increase revenue
• Improve customer retention
• Boost customer lifetime value
• Reduce marketing costs

Treasure Data is the enterprise Customer Data Platform that unlocks the full potential
of your data. It resolves customer data complexity by providing an open, highlyconfigurable and secure platform built to support large teams. It is an enterprisegrade software-as-a-service dedicated to managing the entire process of unifying
customer views from data collection, pipeline management and profile unification to
segmentation, predictive analytics and multi-channel activation.
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Treasure Data Packages
Treasure Data enables brands to identify, engage, acquire and retain customers
efficiently. Our proven data management platform includes all infrastructure, support
and data management capabilities needed for your team to collect, unify, analyze and
activate customer data.

COLLECT

UNIFY

Pre-built Inputs Integration

Treasure Workﬂow

ANALYZE
Audience Studio

Treasure Insights

Segment Builder | ML Engine

Treasure Boxes

Treasure Workﬂow

ACTIVATE
Proﬁles API

Pre-built
Outputs Integration

Proﬁles API

SEGMENTATION &
JOURNEY
ORCHESTRATION
DATA INTEGRATION

DYNAMIC SEGMENT
INSIGHTS &
DECISIONING

Online & Oﬄine Data
IoT devices

Web logs

Mobile
app logs

Social data

POS &
location data

CRM data

E-Commerce

User
demographics

Customer
survey

ACTIVATION

DATA PIPELINE

PROFILE MANAGEMENT

PREDICTIVE &
LOOKALIKE MODELING
NEXT BEST ACTION

Personalized Communication
Social media

Loyalty apps

Advertising platforms

Website

Email

Recommendations

Messaging apps

Business intelligence

ADVANCED BIG DATA PLATFORM
Cloud-based | Secure | Scalable | Persistent | Schemaless

Segmentation, Customer Journey
Orchestration & Personalization
Segmentation is the first step to engage buyers at the right time and place. Creating
the right audience segments helps customer-facing teams deliver relevant messaging
via display advertising, email communications, web personalization, purchase
recommendations and more. Unlimited customer segments can be easily built and
reused for activating across any customer journey. Customer Journey Orchestration
features enable macro journey planning, giving you the power to influence pivotal
customer touchpoints and help move customers forward in a path toward purchase,
conversion, membership and more. At each stage of a journey, analytics provide
insights on marketing effectiveness, so teams can orchestrate the most effective
customer journeys.
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Features:
• Built-in visualizations to highlight customer segment size, new customers and
profile growth trends over time
• Review full profiles of every customer (account) with an intuitive interface,
automatically infer key characteristics, such as location or content affinity from
profile data
• Leverage all data, including actions taken and not taken to build the most relevant
segments
• Reuse segment definitions to refine customer (account) targets
• Update segments automatically from real-time website events, personalize
content, offers and messages on the spot
• Interactive segmentation screens automatically update with profile counts and
statistics
• Configurable Customer Journey Orchestration to deliver personalization at scale:
• Fully unified customer data as part of an end-to-end CDP for the best
decisioning
• Macro-level journey planning to deliver personalization at scale
• Configurable journey stages for flexibility in journey analysis
• Analytics to inform journey planning and effectiveness at influencing
customers during the purchasing path
• Support for demographic-, behavior- and affinity-driven journeys

Target the most relevant groups of
prospects and customers
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Predictive Analytics
Treasure Data delivers AI-powered insights to predict who is mostly likely to buy,
churn, click, convert and more. Marketing and data analysts can manage predictive
models that most customer data platform vendors leave to data scientists. Use
predictive scoring for understanding day-to-day customer engagement and delivering
the most effective offers, promotions, recommendations and more.
Features:
• Rules-based Segment Builder with access to machine learning logic for building
predictive scoring models
• Fine-tune your models with intuitive charts on statistically relevant attributes and
behaviors
• Use predictive scores in new or existing segments to tailor campaigns
• Intuitive visualizations assist in grouping profiles according to scores
• Check the accuracy of your model on the spot with built-in statistics
• Feature Guess–an embedded algorithm that automatically determines the best
“predictive” attributes and behaviors to include for predictive scoring
• Embedded machine learning libraries that support algorithms for
recommendations, categorization, language processing and more

Build predictive models with tools and
interactive charts that empower marketers
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Enhanced Security, Privacy &
Administration
Security and privacy processes, including policies, procedures and behavior are a
priority for Arm Treasure Data. Some of the largest companies in the world rely on our
security profile every day to keep their customers’ personally identifiable information
(PII) safe. While some CDP vendors simply maintain their security profiles, we invest
heavily to develop one of the largest security portfolios with the specialized features
large companies need.
Features:
• Advanced policy-based access control that enables administrators to assign and
manage user permissions at a granular level
• Flexible policies to manage permissions at every level– by region, by organization,
by role and more
• Integration with enterprise authentication services to securely provide identity
federation using SAML protocol
• Premium audit logs to view, filter and query unlimited number of events for inplatform activity tracking
• Multiple accounts for development and production
• Pre-built data templates for managing privacy regulation compliance– requests for
access, erasure, updates and more
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Data Management &
Advanced Anaytics
170+ Connectors for Data Collection & Activation
Your success in creating the most relevant groups of customers and prospects is only
as good as the data going into every profile. Unlike other customer data platforms,
Treasure Data profiles are built and maintained on a flexible, scalable big data
warehouse–no extra infrastructure is required. More than 170 connectors to the
most widely used business intelligence and marketing systems, as well as event-based
website tracking is included to seamlessly collect all profile data, and activate it for
marketing campaigns. Our Open APIs give you access to thousands more systems to
take advantage of your entire technology stack.
Robust Data Pipeline & Profile Management
With Treasure Data, your customer profiles are built based on your unique data set
and are refreshed automatically with data “pipelines” that are all managed within the
platform. Most customer data platforms leave marketers wanting historical detail or
wishing they could use both actions and inactivity to target the people in their profiles
more accurately. Treasure Data Workflow helps analysts automate processes for
adding new, relevant customer data when it’s needed and never leaves marketers
in the dark – presenting them with everything they need to take action on customer
profiles that are always up to date.
Treasure Insights
Treasure Insights is a suite of customer analytics that provide full visibility into
customer behaviors and the effectiveness of marketing activities. Easily access unified
customer views, out of the box marketer reports, or build custom dashboards using a
variety of widgets to support custom use cases. Treasure Insights has built-in security
controls and supports SSO, a direct connection to data within Treasure Data CDP, and
can leverage pre-built ML code from Treasure Boxes to deliver advanced metrics such
as next best action, predictive analytics and more. Use Treasure Insights to extract
value out of your data faster and build an in-depth understanding of the customer
journey, marketing efforts and campaign performance.
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About Treasure Data
Treasure Data offers a best-of-breed enterprise customer data platform
(CDP) that powers the entire business to shape customer centricity in the
age of the digital customer. We do this by connecting all data into one smart
customer data platform, uniting teams and systems to power purposeful
engagements that drive value and protect privacy for every customer, every
time. Treasure Data is trusted by leading companies around the world,
spanning the Fortune 500 and Global 2000 enterprises.

Request a demo today

| treasuredata.com | +1 (866) 899-5386

